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Target group

All

Observation

Everyone has some special ability, something they love to do,
some subject that they master and would be able to envision and
pass on to anyone with an interest.

Conclusion

Thinking about it, why not bring together those who like
something and would be willing to talk about it and teach with
those who want to learn or have always wanted and never
succeeded?
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Solution

In a company the skills are there, in the possession of the people. Each one
carries some, and each person carries an interest in other subjects. The
idea is to create an app where you can add skills you can teach and skills
you want to learn, as well as hours: before work, during lunch or work
hours, after work... All the information and knowledge is already there.
The app would be the tool that will make it happen, thus promoting a
great exchange of information and knowledge among all.
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http://www.jovoto.com/projects/design-the-future-of-learning/landing
http://www.jovoto.com/projects/design-the-future-of-learning/ideas/74161
https://uploads1.jovo.to/idea_attachments/852149/we-share_bigger.jpg?1574027136
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How would you stage or advertise your hack?

The app can have a compelling interface, similar to a social network, and show users the
advancements and skills they have learned. It can be offered completely for free, as a bonus, an
added benefit that the company offers.
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Creative's profile

Jefferson Quint
Designer
Joinville, Brazil

Creative's top 5 skills

Logo Design, Web Design, Corporate Identity, App Design, Graphic
Design for Packaging

PRO

Third party materials used

https://www.flaticon.com

https://unsplash.com

https://dribbble.com/shots/3802298-UPD-Free-iPhone-X-
Mockup/attachments/879791
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